**HOW TO DRAW A ZEBRA USING ONLY STRIPES**

First, start with a single stripe.

Continue to add shorter stripes on one side that go up diagonally like a staircase.

Next to the top step, add an eye.

Then, add some more.

At the very end, fill in a tear drop shape to create a snout.

Start to add more stripes towards the other end.

Add some more stripes around the eye.

Done!...
(just kidding)

Then, start to stack short horizontal stripes down into a column shape to start giving your Zebra some legs.

At the very bottom, and a hoof. Give your Zebra three more legs so that he or she can run.

In the back of your Zebra, add a long stripe with shorter stripes for a tail to swat away flies.

Go ahead and add two ears up top...

And finally, add some spikey mohawk Zebra mane.

Poof! You have a Zebra...